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The following work paper analyzes the social media campaign and the means of reaching guests,
visitors, and stakeholders during the INTERREG CE project European Cultural Route of
Reformation as determined by deliverable D.C.6.3.
In order to reach the public and to raise interest for the ECRR project and the European Cultural
Route of Reformation partners predominately made usage of marketing tools including but not
limited to social media and classic public relations tools including E-Mails and newsletters.
Partners that host a Facebook Page made regular use of it in order to spread news and updates of
the project and to connect with stakeholders and supporters. Many also used the project and the
route’s website showcasing new achievements such as new members or new sites becoming part
of the association. Partners were always encouraged to list new developments on both websites
as well as to link it on their own websites.

Social Media
Partners using Facebook were able to reach a large(r) number of people by posting on their
company’s Facebook page. In this regards they were able to not only inform their followers but
also engage with them through comments and messages.
After the set-up of the Facebook page for Routes of Reformation, many partners also made use
of the ‘share’ function and shared content on their personal or company Facebook page. Content
that worked especially well was reporting on the traveling of the various partners to partner
meetings including the steering committee meetings and the final conference as well as travels
by the Lead Partner for example who attended conferences across Europe. When posting on the
Facebook page, it was tried to always link all relevant partners, including the INTERREG CE
Facebook page, in order to gain their attention and have them potentially share it on their own
page. Additionally, the post often included a question or offer, thus, inviting the followers to
engage on the Facebook page with the project and the route.
Social media may not have been the obvious choice for this project and some partners were not
sure that Facebook would be the right medium to communicate the project and the route.
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Partner 4 reports:
“At the beginning we thought that mass media no longer leads to the achievement of the set
objectives. Instead, having reached the end of the project, we can state that, […], the
dissemination of news and invitations via Web and social media has led to spreading the theme
of the reformation even more outside of the predictable contexts.”
The Facebook page currently has 212 likes (235 followers). In general, new content was posted
at least once a month but always when attending events for the project and/or the route.
Generally, it can be stated that mostly project partners liked and shared the posts. An important
factor was and remains the language that posts have been written in. It is likely that followers although they understand and read English - hesitate to share the post directly to their personal
and/or company Facebook page. If partners did share the English post directly, they noticed a
slightly lower engagement with their pages’ followers.
Partner 6 reports:
“The total reach of the posts (visitors, likes, shares) varies on the quality of content, pictures and
relevant links. Interaction of visitors on specific posts mostly have a positive effect on the reach
of the post. The average reach of ECRR/Routes of Reformation posts are between 2.000 and
3.000 visitors. Contribution in English (mostly reposts of ECRR’s official Facebook page) were
often slightly under the reach of our own posts in German.”
Partner 8 reports:
“The Lower Silesian Tourist Organization promoted events related to the ECRR project on the
organization's facebook social profile https://www.facebook.com/biuro.dot/. Published posts
related to the ECRR project have reached the level of: 1445 recipients.”
It was noted that especially photos depicting ‘active’ situations such as a small group of people
engaging at a workshop were especially appealing to the audience. They thus, created a higher
awareness.
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Partner 6 reports:
“One result of the continued social media activities is the fact that personalized content (partner
in pictures, personal quotes, “real stories“) received more often higher attention than pictures of
sites and monuments or landscape impressions.”
Generally, it was noted that Facebook only slowly generated new followers despite the effort to
like and follow various other relevant pages and their posts - in order to gain the attention and
have them follow back - and the encouragement to the partners to widely share and actively
invite stakeholders to ‘like’ the page. It therefore remains a valuable task to increase the project’s
- and now route’s - awareness on Facebook. In the future, the association considers to purchase a
better placement to offset the algorithm of Facebook. This would allow for more content
awareness.
Additionally, some partners have made use of Youtube as an additional platform to share content.
In this regard, it remains an option to also create a profile on Instagram and/or Youtube. This
would allow for a gearing towards a younger but also travel oriented generation
Below are some examples for the Facebook posts of partners and of the main ECRR / RoR
Facebook page as well as statistics from the RoR Facebook page:
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Other means of Communication:
In addition to social media, partners made regular use of more ‘traditional’ communication tools
including but not limited to newsletters of their own companies or related institutions and
programs. An example is the Sharing Heritage initiative which listed details on ECRR in its
newsletters and thus, allowed for a greatly larger audience to learn about the project. The press
releases, which are also part of the work package communication also contributed to a broader
reach and fostered new interested among the published articles’ readers. Articles in expert
journals - once again a deliverable part of the communication work package - established a wellrounded scientific coverage of the project and the route. In many countries - including Germany
and Italy - articles were published in journals targeting clerical and spiritual audiences as well as
tourism centers.
Certainly, it was highly valuable to produce flyers and leaflets communicating the goals and
ideas of ECRR and the route. A special benefit was the opportunity to have each partner produce
them in their local language. This allowed the local population to learn about the project and the
new route. This was realized under the deliverable D.T3.3.3 as part of work package three.
Flyers and posters are available at the newly established inform points but also at tourism
centers, info points, hotels, museums, and many more. The Lead Partner also produced five
postcards that look appealing and can genuinely be used as greeting cards when o holiday in a
one of the partner regions. The postcards all include the relevant logo (project and route) and list
the website and Facebook page. Thus, they are not only a nice-to-have keepsake from a vacation
but also increase the public’s awareness. In similar manner have the red bags been produced;
they list the logos (a giant -R- in the center) and show the websites. Many people have actively
sought out the bags at public events such as the International Tourism Fair Berlin in March 2019.
They are therefore a great way to simply and effortlessly engage with the public.
Thus, the value of these more traditional communication tools should not be underestimated.
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Partner 4 reports:
“From our point of view, direct contact with people through flyer distribution, oral presentations
and speeches remain a fundamental part of communication and awareness raising activities that
produce satisfactory results.”

Future tasks:
In the future, the route and the members of the association will certainly start with a wellfounded understanding of the communication challenges and tips. The project has allowed the
route to start out on a great set and foundation and can - and should - build upon this.
Nevertheless, the route will have to make some adjustments or extension of the communication
tools used and applied during the project duration. Some thoughts are listed below:
1) It remains as task to decide to broaden the social media spectrum by - as listed above including a presence on Instagram and/or Youtube.
2) Extending the reach to members and stakeholders outside of the project regions. Some people
have highlighted the need to deepen the involvement of new sites, above all to organize
contacts with other national interested parties.
3) It also worth considering to produce new leaflets indicating that Routes of Reformation now
stands on its own.
4) The idea was pursued to publish a newspaper called ‘Reformation
Times’ that could include the historical reports written by and for each
region. A first design was produced by the Lead Partner.
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